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High-Mark Systems offers automated solutions to ensure every box is
flawless

100% Product Inspection: We use advanced technology to scan
every single package and part, eliminating mismatches and

preventing crucial errors, especially with allergens.
Automatic Rejection: Got the wrong thing in a box? Our system

automatically stops production, alerting you to remove the
mistake before it goes further.

Real-Time Tracking: See what's happening at every step. Our
system records all events with images, helping you review and

improve your process.
Enhanced Security: Control who touches your products. Employee
badge scans ensure that only authorized personnel have access.

Maximized Efficiency: Keep your lines moving. Seamless conveyors
and sorters minimize downtime and labor costs.

Reduced Costs: Let automation do the work. Our systems simplify
maintenance and cut down on manual tasks.

Custom-Designed for You: No one-size-fits-all here. We design
systems that match your specific products, packaging, and speed

requirements.
Accuracy: Never worry about another mispackaged product

harming your customers or brand.
Efficiency: Boost your production speeds and save on labor costs.

Security: Keep your valuable products and processes safe with
controlled access.

Customization: Get a system that's built to perfectly fit your unique
needs.WWW.HIGHMARKSYSTEMS.COM
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Packaging Verification FAQ’s: Determine the scanner

Q. What are the Verification Systems
compatible with? 

A. Verification systems are compatible with
UPC, Data Matrix, Interleaved 2 of 5, Code 39,
Code 128, and more

Q. How many products per minute can our
systems verify?

A. Options for reading up to 2000 products per
minute

Q. Can your verification systems read ladder or
picket fence barcodes and does it vary?  

A. Options for verification systems that can
read either and both variations. 

Q. What environmental conditions can your
Verification System be used in?  

A. Options for verification systems that can be
used in wet, dusty, and in high or low
temperatures.

Q. Can your Verifications Systems consistantly
read barcodes that are not in a consistant
position?

A. Options for verification systems that are
available to read barcodes and identify them in
any position.

Packaging Verification FAQ’s: Determine the controlle

Q. What type of communications do your
systems use? 

A. RS-232 or Ethernet

Q. Can your systems handle more than one
inspection?  

A. Our verification systems can read more than
one barcode and also side/top barcode
combinations.

Q. Do your systems have security features?  A. Verification systems have optional RFID badge
reader capabilities and password protection

Q. Do you have systems that offer imager
display screens?  

A. Color picture display options are available. 

Q. Is POE (Power Over Ethernet) available? A. Yes

Q. What are the different Teach options
available?  

A. Next barcode scanned, hand scanner teach,
select from a database, remote teach via
ethernet, remote signal for next scan teach. 
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